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My Submission as requested by MP Tony
Windsor
Chair of Committee Marry Darling water.
My "Rain Making and Healing Discovery"
Maid on the 15th/2/ 2009
The Healing discovery will hopefully also help farmers as many of
them have what is commonly known as a bad back, this is not part
of this submission as I am only interested in discussing the rain
making Discovery at this moment.
The numbering is not separate point but just a guide when being
discussed.

1. If a person discovers a way to make a change in the
world should they not try, if one man had not discover
the wheel
we would probably not be sitting hear right now, there
would be no global worming, there would be no
countless million
of cars, truck, buses, ambulances, tractors and every other
wheel vehicle on our earth. we would be still sitting in a
cave in the dark awaiting the sun light of the next day, the
earth is ours alone to do with it what we will, whether we
destroy it or restore it is up to us,
I am for its restoration.

2. After an event that took place over several years lead me
to make this discovery, this event over several years
is not relevant to this submission as not to bore you to tears,
I will get straight to the point without the previous

event this discovery would never have been made as it was
purely accidental but no less still a discovery in the
full cense of the word, for reason’s due to this event I
decided to make a parabolic mirror for myself,
a parabolic mirror is a magnifying mirror, my latest mirror
is 1,300mm square and I am also working
on an accumulator that will take all of my mirrors at the
same time calculating to approximately 13,000
degrees on a 25 degrees day.
3. So this is not a new claim many people have proclaimed
to be able to make it rain, proving it always seems
to be the biggest problem, there are a few people out there
working on making rain, CSIRO have also tried
seeding clouds but have found that it is very expensive and
does not always have great results. During last
years bush fire season I could see the fires on the hills 40
km away from my house and was informed that they
were getting out of control I set up a mirror and by the next
day the fires were out and we had 3 days rain,
even though only one person had been told that I was going
to make it rain as her husband was the local fire
chief she could not believe that it worked, yes it is hard to
believe but does work.

4. With my discovery my biggest proclamation is my
inability to make it stop raining. Once I set in motion
the beam that creates the rain just taking it away does not
mean that the rain will stop, the duration and
degrees upward of the beam emitting it’s reflected sunlight
determines the amount of rain, this rain cell
seems to have to run its course as once the sunlight is
obstructed it is no longer possible to control. I have
done test’s that to the visible eye shows the ability to steer
clouds that have already formed by pointing

the beam into a clear area of sky and the clouds travel to
where the beam is, this to me would say that
it should be possible to divert a cyclone or to at least pull it
apart as I have with every day clouds.
5. What I am asking of this committee is the assistance of
the CSIRO to witness and record this discovery
and to assist as a partner in its development as a tool
against drought not only in Australia but all over
the world, being a government agency I would imagine that
it would be possible to assign a CSIRO person
to examine my claims and right a report for this committee.
6. If CSIRO were to work with me as a credible alli as
scientists maybe we might just begin to understand
something that man has sort for many years, I am not
asking for millions of dollars in funding just someone
from CSIRO that will be taken seriously when these claims
are brought before this committee, it is very
easy to be skeptical and scoff at people that look at the way
the world works with their different points
of view, one of my mate said to me after I showed him just
how easy it was to make it rain,
( IT COULD NOT BE THAT EASY?), my reply to that was
(WHY NOT)

7. (This discovery and how it is achieved should not be
published),
if it were to get into the wrong hands such as a terrorist
organization or if every farmer decided to make it rain who
would have the ability to stop it being used as a weapon or misused
coursing hardship for thousands defeating the
benefits that could be achieved .
This is why I am asking for help from CSIRO to control its use.

8. If any person hear would like to read more about this
Rain making and healing discovery and how it
came about I would be more than happy to email you a copy
of my findings and some assumptions and

thoughts on the future of global warming and solar that I
have made during my investigations and experiments.
9. How I believe this Discovery works,
By using this special designed mirror and shining the beam into the
sky I believe that the beam heat the air in that
beam into a cone shape and draws in moist air into the beam
heating it making this moist hot air rise up the beam
then this moist hot air travels through the focal point where the
beams cross over this is approximately 2 KM up in
the sky and is adjustable to 50 feet, this focal point is super heating
this moist hot air into steam, this steam
travels into the upper atmosphere and is contained in the upper
beam that would be called a funnel shape,
when the beam is broken or taken away this allows the steam to
travel away slowly cooling and becoming a rain cell.

10.
Thank you for reading my submission and hope
that my request may be granted as soon as possible
allowing CSIRO and me to show that it is possible to make
it rain before the commotion makes its final
finding having an end result in termination of farmer’s
water supply, their lives and the demise of a
very great industry if acted on and give me at least the
opportunity to show the CSIRO how it can save our
country and its people.
Thank you Greg N Went

This is not part of the submission to the
committee, this is a summery of the
events that lead to this discovery and
would have no interest to a committee
unless they should need to have more
refinance to how thisDiscovery

came about.
I "Discovered" this because I "see" with an open mind.
(DANGER)
DO NOT LOOK INTO THIS BEAM AS I DID OR IT MAY BLIND
YOU, OK.....you may already know this...!!
With no thought to any consequences I held a Gold Welding Lens up to
my eyes on a 45 degree angle to reflect the direct beam away
from my eyes.
Why..??.. so I could see what it looked like of course !! Bad idea !!!
The beam was so powerful, even though it may have been reflected
away and filtered by the gold welding lens, it still had enough power
to burn my eyes.
I thought that I had blinded myself. I got eye drops from my doctor as
it felt like someone had put a handful of sand in them.
After about 2 weeks they started to stop hurting.
There’s a major difference now: the welding spots that I could see
when I looked at a white wall are gone !!
Three spots were on one eye, four in the other.
What is a welding spot..??? It is a small burn that happens on the back
of the eye when you get a flash of light from an electric
arc welder having no eye protection.
Something most people will never experience.
Now my eyesight has been restored I wondered how this could be used
by people that have lost their sight or might be going to lose it later.
I will explain to you how I discovered that this beam regenerates
tissue.
This is the magnified sun beam in a 1000mm X 1000mm mirror. The
beam will shine right through my hand, no pain and no burn,
(yes my finger is over the camera lens in the photo attached, people ask
what it is).
This is how I invented and found this discovery and will share it with
you as long as it is kept between us. After reading this paper
you may under stand why it should not become common knowledge. .
Why this discovery came about...
This may sound irrelevant to the discovery but it would not have come
about without this event:

It has been 10 years since I invented and patented the "Jaw Crusher
Bucket" and yes it is still going ahead, even after people have tried
to obtain it by whatever means they could come up with.(attached is
crusher bucket photo)
This is how I know that it is a good invention or they would not be
bothered trying to get it for themselves...!!
We believe it’s still the best and most efficient "Crusher Bucket" that
will be on the market. I don’t actually have anything to
do with the
bucket manufacturing anymore as I have many more inventions that
have to be completed and tested. I will just be getting royalties from
Bucket sales when it finally gets going. It should be this year some time
as we have a new partner that is doing every thing under the
watchful eye of my Dad.
I made a very grave error when I naively signed a 5 year contract, as it
took 741working days for the last manufacturer to make ( 1) bucket,
and even then they did not finish it.
They had worded the contract carefully to say that if the contract failed
that they would take all intellectual property and we would
lose the bucket to them.
(My accountant estimated that we lost actual sales amounting to more
than $1,000,000 and we also lost a single sale for 1 bucket
worth $750,000 for a 100ton excavator in QLD.)
This is when I found the greatest discovery that man will probably ever
see.
I had become so cranky that I had my heart set on revenge.
Many people that I know asked how I lasted this long without losing
the plot and doing something desperate to retain my invention,
10 years of work, how could I just walk away.??
......NOT..!!!
The last manufacturers (I call them the "last manufacturers" because
I had to sign a contract to say that I would not use their name or file
court action if I wanted my invention back), they knew that they were
in the wrong and that they would lose if I took action. They would not
return
any of my drawings or anything that belonged to me that I had even
paid for!!
It had been told to me and my Dad by one of their employees that this
had been done before to another person who designed a front
end loader and that ( the last manufacturer ) had run up costs that
could not be paid by the inventor. The only way out for him was to give
the machine design to them to clear the debt.

That’s when I decided that if they would not give it back they weren’t
going to be able to use it ether.
How was I going to do this..??... thinking, thinking how to do this
without actually breaking in and stealing it, finding myself in more
trouble than I was already having?
Then I thought maybe if I set off the sprinklers in their offices this
would stop them using my drawings and cause them some pain
as they had done to me!!
It was during this period of crazy thinking I found this amazing
discovery... time to make a powerful mirror that would set off their
sprinkler system!!
(..please note: I have long since given up worrying about revenge as if
they had not taken so long and been so useless at making the
bucket I would never have made this discovery and would be still
suffering unbearable pain..!!)
Sometimes these things are meant to happen a certain way and nothing
you can do will change it. This was definitely a case of
finding the bigger picture.
I don’t think that anyone reading this may see it the same way as I did,
but until something like this happens to you, you never
know what may go through your mind..
Now you can read "Rain Making" and "Healing Discovery" and know
how this came about.
My "Rain Making and Healing Discovery" - 15th/2/ 2009.
I found an article on parabolic mirrors on you-tube (Dan Rojas had a
part in this, now a Face book friend).
I decided to make a parabolic mirror for myself. Next time I went out to
the tip shop I bought a flat mirror that was there,
it’s size was approximately 1000mm x 1000mm. When I got the mirror
home I started to build a frame to mount it on.
Yes of course... give me a tape measure and I can bugger any thing..!!
When I went to put the mirror in the frame it would not fit.
What was I going to do as I had no more timber for the frame...!!!
I went into the shed and found a tube of "mastic" which is a white
gooey glue type product. I put a run of mastic around the frame
and stuck the mirror down onto the mastic and pushed it down as far
as it would go, (the mirror seems to bend better when it is made

this way, I have tried other ways fitting mirror into frames but the
mirrors keep breaking).
Next step: I got a plastic foot off a lounge chair and put a long
stainless steel bolt through it. I used a stainless bolt so it would not rust
and become unworkable as it would be impossible to fix after the next
step. Then I super-glued the foot onto the middle of the back
of the mirror and put a cross timber on the back of the frame, allowing
the bolt to go though it. When the wing nut on the stainless
steel bolt is tightened until it is no longer able to be tightened by hand,
DON'T GO OVERBOARD...!!!!!... this will give the maximum
concave, giving a focal point of about 30 to 50 feet. Fifty feet seems to
be the best for healing. It needs a leg to prop it up on the right
angle, just use a bit of wood with a hinge.
(Also makes a really good telescope for looking at the moon.)
Now let me tell you what happened when I shone the beam at the
moon.
One afternoon, when the sun and moon were out at the same time, I set
up 2 mirrors. I directed the sun from 1 mirror into the other
using a tree as a guide, shining the light into the tree then moving it
out across the path of the moon. Now, you would not expect anything
to happen.
but it did and I didn’t understand why. The first pass by the moon I
saw a flash of light like a bolt of lightning reach out from the surface.
I only could get this to happen once, but had no trouble seeing a
bright spot on the moon. What, I wondered, could be on the moon that
would reflect this beam of light?
I've since found out that the Apollo moon landings placed mirrors on
the moon which allowed scientists to aim lasers at the
moon and calculate the time it took for light to bounce back to earth to
measure the distance between the earth and moon ..!!

DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN OR THE MIRROR WILL BREAK.
( DANGER: If not used properly how big of a flood you could cause
and not even realize!! There are some German scientists
doing a similar experiment as we speak, using a 3m (or 9 foot) mirror
to reduce co2 in the atmosphere. They would be keeping

records of when they used their mirror. If they looked at where these
recent massive floods have occurred and what the wind directions
had been, they may see the coincidences. Within a day or two one of
these mass floods occur!! (If they knew what they were doing I
am sure that they would stop, but I cannot prove that they are making
massive storms by over-using this discovery!)
To make it rain, all that is required is enough of a turn to just feel a
slight weight on the wing nut, only bending the mirror just a
fraction of a Millimeter, (or a few thousandths in the old
measurement), making the focal point approximately 2 km away.
Ok, here’s how I found the Mirrors Healing abilities.
I was trying to burn a piece of A4 paper that was taped to my garage
door. Every time the paper would start to smoke, the paper
would lift up and stop burning. I walked up to put more tape on the
paper...
Standing in the beam I could feel the heat on my back and thought
"this feels really good"....so I lifted my shirt up and stood
with the beam on my spine in the fifth lumbar area for about 30
seconds. This particular area of my spine had suffered compression
and had crushed the cartilage, grabbing the sciatic nerve.
I had been told that this could not be operated on and was not going to
get any better. (If you have never had sciatica you don’t know
what pain is...it’s a never ending agony that would make any person
suicidal.)
OK: back to the discovery...
Three days after having the beam on my back I realized that I had no
pain in my lower back at ALL..!!
My exact words to my wife were.."guess what..!!.. I have no pain in my
back!!"
She replied.."that’s good".
(I am glad she didn’t get over excited...)
I had not realized that the pain was gone because I have been taking
Oxicontin for the last ten years, only taking the pain to a dull ache,
but never being totally pain free. It took several weeks to get used to not
having the pain in my back!!
Next day after realizing that the pain was STILL gone, my Dad came
over and we tried it on HIS back (as he also
has back pain),

and YES!! it helped with his pain. I did an experiment in my garage. I
shone the beam into the dark garage and put a scroll of
cardboard on my hand. The beam passed through the scroll, and
amazingly shone brightly right through my hand!!
I have lost the arthritis in my hands knees and feet..!!
A mate of mine was cleaning our carpet and was complaining about
the pain in his knee. I told him to come across and put his
knee into the beam. Hesitantly, he did as I asked. It was only a couple
of days later that he was back and wanted me to put the
beam on his hip as it was giving him pain also, however his knee was
fine!! Several weeks went by and he STILL had no pain.
Here we are 6 months down the track and he remains pain free!!
My wife (who was pretty skeptical) eventually put the beam on her hip,
as she was looking like having a hip replacement.
You cant get this done until it is really bad, however now she has no
pain and does not need the hip operation!!
She has no trouble walking around the school yard all day, has taken
up tennis again.. and that was 9 months ago..!!
This may all sound amazing, yet there was even more incredible
news.... after having Xrays (concerned about giving myself some sort
of cancer with all of this) it was found that all the damage that had
happened to my back had regenerated as NEW TISSUE!!
My then Doctor, who is Chinese and into alternative treatments,
refused to believe that the sun in this mirror could have done this!!
I said. ."then can you tell me what would have fixed my back after 10
years..??.. it just suddenly decides to "fix itself"..??..
Yep, just another skeptical Doctor.
He could not see that if the sun is what makes every thing on this
planet grow, then why couldn’t a burst of magnified sun have
these powers...??
(I believe that it also give you an instant mass hit of vitamin D..)
Before I made this discovery I had the unfortunate experience of
taking just 1 Viox tablet for my arthritis and suffered a
minor heart attack,
(I kind of worried a bit and thought Id better stop taking them just in
case..), losing the ability to get out of bed some days.
I just seemed to be going down hill. I felt like I had no "blood power"
as my heart had lost its strength. I have always been
a very strong person and used to do weight lifting..90KG bench press
easily... to not even being able to get out of bed.
Then I decided that I would beam my heart and surrounding area. I
told my Dad what I was going to do and he said I was mad and may

kill myself!!, I just said.. "if I don’t try something I am probably going
to die from a stroke or such anyway"...so I went ahead......
RESULTS:..??...I am now doing weights again and am looking
forward to going surfing next year!!! This may seem too good to be
true..
(as you will be told that if something sounds too good to be true then it
probably is!)...but Im living proof!!
Scientists and do-gooders will tell you to ensure you are smothered
with Sun-Block, all research funded by the giant Pharmaceutical
Companies...yet our body desperately NEEDS sunlight to ensure
survival. Sun-Blocks are highly carcinogenic!! By taking them directly
IN t
hrough the bodies largest organ (the skin) you virtually GUARANTEE
later life cancer!!
PART 2:
This is how I found that I could make it rain purely by accident, is that
not how many great discoveries are made...??
The second day of this discovery, after putting the beam on my Dads
back, my wife called us in for lunch. I picked up the mirror and walked
across the yard and just sat it down under the clothes line in no
particular set position. We sat eating and talking inside for about one
hour,
then when we came out I saw the beam was shining in the tree near
the clothes line. When I looked up into a totally clear sky where the
beam of light was shining, there it was, a giant revolving ball of the
blackest cloud you have ever seen !! You could see small wisps of cloud
moving into the big cloud, and I fully expected a bolt of lightning to
shoot out of it.!! We left the mirror there for another 10 minutes
watching what was happening... It was growing very fast and had gone
from the size of a football field in about 1 hour, until it was as big as
the town about 10 km around.
We watched it all afternoon until sunset, by then clear blue sky that
reached as far as we could see in just 3 directions had turned to a dark
gray black. It started to rain that night and the very next morning the
TV news was showing floods that had hit the area up
and down the coast.
Ok, I was even a bit skeptical myself, did the mirror cause that to
happen..??... maybe..
Several weeks later after the rain stopped, I thought.. "ok, I have to see
if it was the mirror or was that going to happen anyway".

I set the mirror up in the back yard and pointed it at 45 degrees in a
northerly direction. YES.... the very next day there had been another
flood
in the area just up the coast 100 miles away!!!!! Basically under
where the beam would have been in the upper atmosphere....
After discussing this with Dad, we agreed that we were 50 % sure that
the mirror was quite possibly having "some sort of effect on the
weather".

We have been having a drought here in Australia for the
last seven years and towns have been out of water, having
to truck it
in just to drink, wash clothes, and cook. Cattle have died,
farmers have committed suicide because it has not rained,
crops
have failed badly. If a person has the ability to make it rain
and try to change the events of the last 10 years, should
he not at
least try..?? One of our biggest rivers was so badly in need
of rain that it had stopped running!! Farmers could not
produce food. I watched the Mayor of a town in QLD (a
northern state in Australia),
come on the news saying that they had no water in their dam as it had
not rained for far too long.
I actually phoned this man and was going to tell him how to make it
rain, but found that he was very skeptical and rude. His last words
were "can you make all the rivers run".. with that he slammed the
phone down in my ear. That was all I needed. I was going to show
him that it was possible.

I directed the beam as low as possible across my yard in the
direction of Darwin... right across the other side of
Australia.
How could this do anything?? I sat in my yard and
adjusted the beam keeping it between the 2 trees that had a
big enough
gap to keep the beam low. I did this for several days, then it
happened.... RAIN!!! It started... the amount of rain that
was
coming of Ayers Rock in Central Australia was amazing!!

I guess you know this Australian icon, the Aboriginal
people that live near the rock said that they had never, ever
seen so
much rain. It started the giant Murray river running again.
Six weeks later I did it again and we had more rain. I saw
people standing in the rain dancing, even though it had
flooded nobody was concerned about that...!!
Now, this is where the danger comes from. When you point the beam
straight up into the air it seems to send the rain traveling further.
I have not done this for at least 9 months but have noticed that these
events were still happening. One afternoon while watching
the ABC NEWS with my kids, (this is a kids news show), they were
showing how some German scientists were using a giant mirror
to deplete CO2 in the atmosphere!! Yes, they can reduce CO2 but not
in sufficient amounts to justify the side effects.
This mirror has 9 times the amount of mirror surface than mine (being
a meter square). They have a 9 foot round mirror with a slight
concave, much more powerful than mine, the effect I believe would be
much greater.
To make it rain, all that is required is enough of a turn to just feel a
slight weight on the wing nut, only bending the mirror just a fraction
of a Millimeter, (or a few thousandths in the old measurement),
making the focal point approximately 2 km away
I have tried to get people to listen to my concerns about this but have
fallen on deaf ears. I am not saying that they are doing this
intentionally,
but they don’t realize what is happening. You know the power of the
sun as well as any person that uses it’s power in their business. I fully
believe that solar is one of our saviors along with other free renewable
energies. My main concern is (if you can do this test yourself)..
is how the reflection "upwards" of sun light is going to affect the
temperature. I am not saying that a solar plane or solar water heater
is the cause of global warming !! What Im saying is it does play a part
in the problem.
If you have a solar panel, stand behind it and feel and measure the
radiant heat coming from the glass. You may say that this is not much
heat and itself would not have any impact, but its not just the heat
coming from ONE reflection, it’s millions and millions of solar panels
reflecting heat back up INTO the atmosphere!! Even the massive solar
power stations have hundreds of mirrors beaming massive power

into one spot. How fantastic is this when it makes power from the sun,
but what happens when the mirrors are turned away from the solar
target boiler?? What happens to the heat that is hitting the boiler?? It
does not just go away, some of it is absorbed into the water but
not ALL.
The amount that is turned away is only turned far enough away to miss
the target, the beam still heads of into space heating all atoms
that it passes in every layer of the atmosphere. People do not realize
that when a beam of sun light is sent back up, it travels into space.
They just don’t even think about anything like that.
These beams need to be turned away from the sun when they are not
being used to make power.
I know that they would not be left in this position for any great length
of time but any heat is still heat adding to the problem. Solar panels
and solar heaters need a non-reflective film over the glass, maybe a
"Fennel Lens" over the glass would / may stop the outward reflection
and may also increase its efficiency. If it is found that there is an
upward heat reflection coming from the panels, can you calculate that
by the estimated amount of solar panels in the world, and then by the
estimated amount that could possibly be used in the future which
would be an ever growing number.....this is where the problem is in the
amount of wrongly made panels that don’t take into consideration
the reflected heat.
I know that if I say something like this that I would be shot down as a
global warming skeptic, which I am not..!! I fully believe in global
warming and that what we are seeing now is nothing.
A person that I thought was a friend asked me at a party one night
what the future held for humanity. This was 20 years ago. Everyone
thought I was a nutcase and had a good laugh, but here we are and
exactly what I said was going to happen has already started.
I don’t want to create a scare that solar panels are bad, as people will
choose to believe the bad in anything...that’s just human nature.
Some would use this as a way to discredit all the good work that is
being done.
If my findings are true and a Fennel Lens or non-reflective film over
the glass does reduce or eliminate the reflected heat, it would
be better to say that this non-reflective film / Fennel Lens increases the
panels efficiency, as people will be prepared to add something
that is going to save them more money and the environment.

I know that solar panels and heaters are not the cause of global
warming, but imagine what would happen if we get rid of all the coal
fired power stations and oil burning motors, and find that the
reflection from billions of solar power panels are as bad or worse..!!
I totally believe in solar, but we must get it right and make no mistakes
no matter how small.
Now, another problem with heat creation is the effect that heat has to
airplanes. You would have seen on the news how planes are having
this new phenomenon of just falling for no apparent reason.
My God-Father used to work for Boeing and explained to me why this
is happening. Air that is cold moves very slowly and its range of
molecules are very tight. When air warms it becomes looser and nonsupportive. When it is actually hot or boiling it has no buoyancy at all.
This is why planes are just flying along and hitting these pockets of hot
air losing any lift, then dropping until they find cooler high pressure
air that will support them. This seems to be a new thing that is
happening and (may be) caused by these German scientist (unbeknown
to them)
as they are not watching what else is going on in the environment that
they are altering.
Just this past few weeks, if you have been watching the news, you
would have seen the never before biggest floods in India,
China, Pakistan etc...
Don’t think that I am "anti-science" as Science was the only subject
that I excelled in at school, and would not have even bothered
going if not for my Science teacher Mr Willams.
Surfing was much more fun...!!!

Why does this mirror make it rain...????
I believe that what is happening is the heat from this cone shaped beam
is pulling in moist air and heating it.
Hot moist air rises.
When that already moist air goes though the focal point it is super
heated. It then rises into a much larger cone shape of
hot moist air
in the upper atmosphere, where it is held in this hot air cone until the
mirror is turned, taken away or a cloud passes by and breaks
the beam....releasing the hot moist air.
This then travels across the sky taking several hours or even a day until
it cools, becoming a massive downpour making the floods
that have been seen just recently all over the world.

I know that floods have been happening since Noah, and I know it’s
just fine when the rain is spread over a large area like a desert
or country as this is a natural happening. That is how rain works.
However, when a column of man-made hot moist air is able to
rise into the upper atmosphere, who can be sure of the result..??
A mate of mine who was very skeptical said it couldn’t be that easy,
and I said "why not"?? He had to agree with me that just maybe
this could be possible.
I have studied as much as I can find on the effect of heat on
atmospherical events and have come to a conclusion that this mirror is
not something that should be published as common knowledge. Could
you imagine what would happen, were this idea possible,
if every farmer that needed rain or a Terrorist got this knowledge??
They could flood the world and we could not stop them.
I am having a hard enough time finding and convincing anyone that
these German scientist are having a worse effect on the
atmosphere and global warming than they are good effect. I know that
they are trying to DO something good, I have no doubt that if
I could even find out who these German scientists are that I saw on the
kids news program, could I convince them that they are having
this negative effect on the environment.
It only takes 8.35 minutes for the beam of light to come from the sun.
If it is reflected by a mirror, all that is happening to that beam is it is
changing direction. For that beam to go to the other side of the country
would probably not be measurable in time.
If the mirror that I have is only a meter square how much magnified
power would be in the focal point where the beams cross over...!!??if
my
1 meter square mirror can make it flood,
Then a large round magnified mirror is NINE FEET across how much
power could possibly be in the focal point..!?? and what size flood
could be coursed by it?

Greg N Went

